A 3-d microelectrodes array microchip applied to cell fusion.
A cell-to-cell fusion technique using 3-D microelectrodes array microchip has been developed. It permits cell-to-cell fusion operation in large amount simultaneously. And it needs much lower voltage (alternating voltage and pulse voltage) than the conventional cell fusion techniques. An array of 16 (4&#215;4) microelectrodes can be fabricated on a 1&#215;1cm silicon wafer. And an experimental system, including circuit control unit, temperature control unit,etc.,has been developed to fuse cells. The alternating voltage is applied to the electrodes makes cells in alignment and in pairs firstly. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) force is used to form cell pairs in the microchip and makes cell pairs contact each other tightly. And then fusion of the cell pairs is induced by electric pulse is applied between electrodes. Microelectrodes of 8&#956;m carbon-fiber are used to test the feasibility of the proposal experimental system, Human hepatocarcinoma SMMC-7721 cells are used as specimens. It's observed that SMMC-7721 cells formed cell pairs and fused successfully.